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The Hay Report is produced for Dairy Australia by the Australian Fodder 
Industry Association (AFIA) – the national independent voice for the Australian 
fodder industry which connects the entire supply chain from seed to feed.  
For further information: www.afia.org.au 
 
 

Disclaimer: The opinions expressed within are those of the authors and do not necessarily 
reflect Australian Fodder Industry Association Ltd opinion or policy. To the extent permitted by 
law, Australian Fodder Industry Association Ltd excludes all liability for loss or damage arising 
from the use of, or reliance on, the information contained in this publication. It is the readers 
responsibility to confirm accuracy, reliability, suitability, currency and completeness for private 
use. 
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NATIONAL SUMMARY 

Driving Prices Up 
– Recent high impact rainfall events and flooding has significantly reduced expected Spring hay 

production and is causing concerns due to the delayed start to summer crop production.  

– Rainfall has disrupted most hay and fodder production plans across the eastern states with 
widespread reports of crop losses or crops which will no longer be suitable for high quality hay 
production. 

– In expectation of potential shortages some buyers had put in place contracts for Spring hay, 
these contracts will be given priority, reducing the amount of hay available for open sale. 

– With supplies tight and quality not yet fully assessed due to harvest delays a growing number of 
producers have indicated they will hard pressed to harvest and process hay for existing 
customers with long-term, reasonable price, contracts. They are expecting to have little if any 
sale available for new customers or general sales. 

– The seasonal conditions will lead to a reduction in the quality of in paddock dry feed which will 
put further pressure on demand for hay and silage. 

– Some hay producers have not been able to continue their hay production activities as diesel 
cannot be delivered to farm due to road damage and flooding. Rising fuel costs will also be 
factored into hay and sileage deliveries.  

– Labour shortages, road closures and significant road damage is continuing to impact timeliness 
of deliveries both onto and off farms.  

Driving Prices Down 
– The potential for considerable pasture growth in areas where high temperatures will not impact 

growth rates is predicted to reduce the need for hay, providing paddocks do not remain water 
logged for too long and can be made accessible to stock.  

– There have not yet been strong price movements from the export feed industry which may be 
delaying the setting of some base level domestic prices.  

Local News 
– The Bureau of Meteorology (The Bureau) predict a continuation of La Niña. The negative Indian 

Ocean Dipole (IOD) persists. The cloud and rainfall patterns currently responsible for the above 
average rainfall events and unseasonable cold temperatures across New South Wales and 
Victoria are continuing.  

– With moisture profiles already at saturation point, continued rainfall events have led to many 
flooding events across eastern Australia. The flooding is damaging crops and infrastructure. The 
rain events and flooding are causing significant disruptions to grain harvest and hay production. 

– Delivery costs will increase as they will be impacted from labour shortages, the price of fuel and 
by flooding and the wide spread, considerable road damage from rainfall and flooding events. 

– As the widespread damage to crops has become evident prices are beginning to rise across 
most areas. There is an expectation that prices will significantly rise once regional supply 
shortages have been accurately assessed. 

– Buyers are encouraged to feed test and view fodder before purchase to be sure of the quality of 
feed. 
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Regional Commentary 

Atherton Tablelands 
– Warm dry conditions during the past week have supported some hay cutting and growers have 

been mulching grass and pastures that have gone past their prime. 

– Grain harvest has been completed. Growers now preparing paddocks and waiting on rainfall to 
plant summer crops. 

– Hay shortages are expected as the season progresses as a number of growers will not be 
investing in hay production due to high input costs, inconsistent demand and poor prices. 

– Fuel prices have increased to around $2.39 per litre. $1.89 per litre for petrol which is causing 
some concern amongst farmers with little explanation available for the difference in the 
respective fuel prices. 

– Urea prices have remained high currently averaging $1,400 per tonne, with blended fertilisers 
costing between $1,600 to $1,800 per tonne. Liquid fertiliser shuttles remain around $5,000 to 
$6,500 which while cost effective is a substantial initial outlay. 

– Slow demand for hay in the region so most is being stockpiled prior to the expected wet season. 

– No change to pricing this week even with an increase in trade, enquiries remain fairly low. 
Growers are indicating input costs require a corresponding rise in the price of hay to maintain 
interest in producing hay and fodder. Demand expected to increase in coming months. 

– Pasture (Rhodes Grass) hay: +/-0 ($300 to $400/t). Prices remain steady. 

Please note: Hay in the Atherton Tablelands is traditionally priced at $/bale, so it is important to 
check bale weights for conversion. The price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the 
price range generally indicative of quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of 
fodder before purchase to be sure of the quality of feed. 

Darling Downs 
– Little to no rainfall across most of the region this week, with no rain falling around Dalby but falls 

of around 10mm of rain in St George. Warmer temperatures are providing good conditions for 
harvest. 

– Grain harvest is continuing across the region with yields still coming in above average. Difficult 
weather is complicating the harvest conditions with many growers using pickup reels to harvest 
flattened crops.  

– Protein levels are down and a large part of the harvest will be downgraded to feed quality. This 
is adding to the financial burden as input costs for the season were higher than predicted. 

– Around Toowoomba the harvested barley is between 14-18% moisture with reports up to 25% of 
the crops are laying down due. Grain dryers are being employed to reduce moisture levels. 

– Lucerne is being cut for hay in the parts of the southern downs with the warm dry weather 
excellent for cutting and curing. The cutting is at least 3-4 weeks later than normal, but the crop 
growth cycle was delayed due to weather so there has not be a significant loss in quality. 

– Enquiries are picking up with most trades being any old season hay still available, and some 
enquiries as to what might be coming in this season. Not a great deal around. Cereal hay has 
had some interest after low demand during the past few months and the interest in straw is 
growing. Mostly from feedlots but also from livestock farmers looking for fibre options. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +$10 ($260 to $285/t). Prices increase this week. 
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– Lucerne hay: +$5 ($380 to $430/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Straw: +$8 ($95 to $150/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +$3 ($230 to $260/t) Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

North Coast NSW 
– Little rainfall across the region this week with almost no rain falling on the north of the region and 

falls of 10 to 15mm of rain in the south of the region. 

– Early spring corn plantings which took place in the west of the region are showing good growth 
while in the same region Sorghum is just emerging after receiving high rainfall since sowing. 

– Silage cutting continues sporadically across the region with growers taking advantage of any 
opportunity to cut and store the fodder. Most silage is still being cut for on farm or local use 
rather than for sale on the market. Some growers are reporting very high yields and the outlook 
is optimistic for second cuts with good growth. Hay cutting has also begun with growers 
expecting a few drier days to enable curing and safe baling. 

– Canola crops in the south west of the region have been harvested, with average yield however 
there are serious concerns about the grain quality of the crop.  

– Flood-affected farmers can call the Department of Primary Industries’ emergency hotline on 
1800 814 647 to request assistance or further information can be accessed through the online 
portals: 

– https://www.nsw.gov.au/floods 

– https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/floods/financial-assistance 

– Enquiries are beginning to increase and prices are starting to rise as the season moves into 
production. Most trade is still for older hay stocks but some limited new season are beginning to 
hit the market, though the quality is less than expected. However the scarcity is keeping the 
prices steady or increasing them even at a lower quality level. Silage is moving throughout the 
region. 

– Slight change to prices this week 

– Cereal hay: +$5 ($280 to $345/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($400 to $550/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +$3 ($115 to $220/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +$10 ($220 to $290/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 
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Central West NSW 
– Heavy rainfall across large parts of the region this week with falls between 80mm and 120mm of 

rain in Orange, Forbes and Condoblin. This has led to riverine and across ground water level 
rises and major flood risk throughout large parts of the region. 

– Given the on-going flood condition and worsening weather forecasts there is very little work 
being done in the paddocks. Most grain and fodder growers are volunteering in the flooded 
regions with clean up or mitigation efforts. 

– Some growers around Forbes are writing off large parts of their wheat and canola crops. Many 
paddocks remain partially or completely submerged with the crop having been underwater for up 
to a week.  

– There are reports grain growers around Tottenham have amended their harvesting plans and 
are planning to postpone the harvest until December. For those whose crops have already been 
downgraded there is no longer any rush to get the crop off and run the risk of machinery and 
paddock damage due to the wet conditions.  

– There are a number of farms currently isolated due to the water levels, but many others are cut 
off because of the condition of the local roads. Long standing concerns about the general 
maintenance and upkeep of major, minor and farm roads are being exacerbated by the flooding. 
Road damage and closed roads are restricting deliveries of fuel and other supplies, this will 
further reduce growers ability to harvest hay crops or deliver any that can be harvested. 

– Flood-affected farmers can call the Department of Primary Industries’ emergency hotline on 
1800 814 647 to request assistance or through online portals: 

– https://www.nsw.gov.au/floods 

– https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/floods/financial-assistance 

– Due to the weather conditions almost all trade has stopped. Relief fodder is being sought via 
government and charity sources. Those who do have available stock on hand will not be trading 
until the situation eases. Most trade is donation but with damage to roads the bulk of that is 
being aerially dropped to stranded herds. 

– No change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($180 to $220/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($305 to $355/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($65 to $90/t). Prices remain steady this week.  

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($170 to $235/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

Bega Valley 
– Little to no rain across the region this week with the average falls being between 10 to 15mm of 

rain across most of the region. Temperatures are also trending upwards in the area. 

– Silage cutting, pitting and baling continues throughout the region with machinery now being 
distributed to wetter paddocks as the high and sloping country is mostly cut. Harvest is slowing 
down due to the wet conditions. Some paddocks are still too wet to cut and may be turned to 
grazing. Some cutting for hay has been undertaken with the drier days giving some cause for 
optimism that there will be a return on investment for hay producers in the region.  
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– Many mixed farmers in the Bega region are reporting excellent silage yields this year with the 
wet conditions boosting growth. First cuts are mostly completed in accessible country and the 
conditions should support growth for second and third cuts during the next two months.  

– Hay is being cut and baled around Cooma though the paddocks were quite wet and the crop has 
been impacted by water logging and high moisture, however the cuts are being treated to ensure 
the moisture content is controlled. 

– Enquiries are increasing as the ongoing wet conditions and the lateness of the season drives 
home the point about the upcoming shortfall in available fodder. Silage is moving locally for dairy 
farmers in the region who could not harvest their own due to the conditions. Some older hay 
appears to be on the market again and is being bought quite quickly. 

– Slight change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +$13 ($285 to $315/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($480 to $520/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($170 to $210/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +$3 ($325 to $370/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

Goulburn/Murray Valley 
– Low to moderate rainfall across the region this week with falls of 20mm of rain in Shepparton. 

However, there have been very high rainfall totals just outside the region to the east which will 
add to riverine flows. Minor and moderate riverine flood warnings are still in place in the area. 

– Growers near Shepparton are cutting lucerne in the hopes the application of preservatives will 
aid with the management of high moisture content, but the outlook is not very optimistic. Many 
growers are choosing to produce smaller bales to mitigate the risk of self-combustion, which is 
adding to the time and cost of the harvest. 

– Silage cutting continues throughout the region as many growers have opted to silage what would 
have been hay production given the uncertainty of cutting and drying windows and the need to 
get some crop off in order to recoup the cost of production.  

– Some limited hay cutting around Diggora is being undertaken, the quality is expected to be lower 
than originally planned. Current strong demand from local dairy farms should ensure the return 
will cover the outlay. However, this sort of product will not be entering the broader market place 
as it is being delivered locally under contract. 

– Road closures and road damage continues to be of concern to growers in the region as well as 
those traversing from other areas to make deliveries. The impact on harvest movements and 
supplies is expected to be substantial. 

– Enquiries have lifted this week in recognition of local and interstate conditions and the outlook 
for the harvest with a large reduction in expected production. Silage is the dominant product 
currently selling but some reserved older hay stocks have been appearing on the market and are 
being bought at a good margin. 

– Some change to pricing this week 

– Cereal hay: +$13 ($175 to $240/t). Prices increase this week 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($390 to $420/t). Prices remain steady this week. 
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– Straw: +$5 ($80 to $120/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +$5 ($215 to $270/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed.  

Gippsland 
– Light to moderate falls across the region this week with average falls of 20 to 25mm of rain. The 

rain has been falling on most days which has caused a delay in the cutting and drying of crops. 

– Hay cutting continues to be postponed in parts of the region. Crops originally planted for hay are 
now being cut as silage as the growers try to reduce their vulnerabilities to ongoing adverse 
weather. There are pockets around Bairnsdale where some hay cutting and bailing were 
completed late last week before the weekend. Many growers are also holding off in the hope the 
summer will allow for a good period of hay cutting and curing. 

– Silage cutting is continuing across much of the region, and has just started in the west of the 
region which had been considered too wet for harvest. Moisture is still having to be carefully 
monitored, but a good deal of the silage is going into pits for future drought proofing as there is 
quite a bit of good green feed still available. 

– Pasture sowing is taking place around Moyarra with mixed pastures of chicory, ryegrass, clover 
and cocksfoot being sown as future feed for dairy herds in the region. 

– While most enquiries are still in relation to silage, there has been an increase in enquiries for 
hay, most for future contracts but there is also some older hay on the market which is being 
sought by livestock and dairy herds in the region and in the north of the state. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +$5 ($205 to $245/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($500 to $520/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($80 to $110/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +$20 ($130 to $190/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

Southwest Victoria 
– Light to moderate rainfall across the region this week with falls of between 20 to 30mm of rain 

across most of the area. Rain fell on most days of the week leaving very few clear days to aid 
with the cutting and baling of hay and silage. 

– Silage is being sporadically cut around Hamilton and across parts of the south west. There is a 
concern in relation to the amount of grey slug infestation in the silage cuts due to the wet spring. 
This infestation runs a high risk of causing mycotoxin contamination. There are also increasing 
reports of slug infestation in cereal crops across the region and up into the Wimmera. 

– Pastures of spring sown phalaris and clover mix are coming up well on well drained soil around 
Heywood. If the summer weather arrives these pastures should provide good green feed for 
livestock in the region. 
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– The continued wet conditions maintain the concerns around the shortening of the silage season. 
Reports some growers believe they will now get only get two cuts from the accessible paddocks 
which will have to be sold at a very high margin in order to make it profitable.  

– There are increasing concerns regarding the availability of machinery and spare parts for 
repairs. Due to the wet conditions the wear and tear on farm machinery is much higher than 
usual with many not being able to repair damaged machinery in order to continue with harvest. 
There is also a reported shortage of alternate harvesting options for those looking to change 
header fronts or utilise other adaptations to cope with wet conditions. 

– Enquiries are increasing this week with many buyers looking for any older hay still around, some 
has appeared on the market as growers look to the prospects for the season and clear out some 
older supply at a good price as the new season may not be profitable. Most enquiries are looking 
for contracts to lock in supply.  

– Some change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +$8 ($190 to $230/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +$13 ($345 to $390/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($90 to $110/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +$20 ($165 to $220/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

 

Southeast South Australia 
– Widespread rainfall across most parts of the region this week with falls of between 25mm to 

50mm of rain. Temperatures are warming up and approaching closer to average. 

– Some parts of the region had a few days of good weather but then heavy rainfalls fell on the hay 
cut during the dry days. Weather forecasts continue to undermine confidence of a good run for 
the hay harvest. Any clear weather sees most growers out on paddocks raking or cutting to 
salvage as much crop as they can. 

– Rainfall and humidity have delayed baling and increased the risk of from baling at higher than 
preferred moisture levels. 

– There is considerable disappointment in the season. So many crops looked promising but are 
now dying from waterlogging.  

– Paddock access remains problematic due to continued water logging. However, soil conditions 
are expected to recover without too big an impact on soil structure. 

– Expected production of hay will be even lower than had been forecast earlier in the season.  

– Hay enquires are being received by growers in the region from livestock producers outside the 
region as there is clearer understanding of the upcoming fodder shortages. Remaining hay was 
already contracted for sale and shortages are now occurring as growers have not been able to 
harvest new seasons hay. 

– There are growing concerns the forecast weather conditions will damage the availability and 
quality of any dry pastures leading to a greater than expected demand once summer 
temperatures arrive. 
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– Pricing are increasing across the board due to lack of supply. Expect to see $300 per tonne 
minimum prices for hay as that is already being offered, even for weather damaged vetch. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($300 to $350/t). Prices remain steady after last week’s adjustment. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($400 to $450/t). Prices remain steady after last week’s adjustment. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($120 to $140/t). Prices remain steady as none available yet. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($300 to $320/t). Prices remain steady after last week’s adjustment. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

Central South Australia 
– A range of low to moderate falls across the region of anywhere between 5mm up to 15mm of 

rain across the region.  

– A return on investment will be a strong priority for all grain and fodder growers due to the fact 
many heavily invested in crop inputs for what looked to be a promising season.  

– Across the Yorke Penninsula the harvest is now is full swing, around four weeks behind the 
average season. Around 55% of the regions hay has now been cut. Baling was again delayed 
across the region due widespread rain events. 

– Growing evidence of significant road damage and the truck movements required to transport 
grain and fodder are being hindered by the condition of regional roads. Poor quality roads are 
exacerbating wear and tear damage to trucks which is therefore causing additional delays due to 
shortage of spare parts for older equipment and availability of service support. 

– New seasons hay will continue to be delayed and expectation is for reduced quality. Growers 
expect it will be difficult to meet demand for high quality hay and if the adverse weather 
continues it will potentially be difficult to even meet quantity requirements. 

– Demand for straw expected to far exceed supply and many growers will not be harvesting straw 
in order to save some nutrient levels and provide soil cover to protect paddocks during summer. 

– No change to prices this week due to delayed harvest and no hay for sale. 

– Cereal hay: +$23 ($200 to $300/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +$5 ($400 to $440/t). Prices increase this week 

– Straw +$8 ($140 to $160/t). Prices increase due to minimal expected harvest. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

 

Southwest Western Australia  
– Mostly clear with low to moderate rainfall across the region, heaviest rainfall fell in the southern 

coastal regions with falls of up to 25mm of rain but the far west of the region received no rain. 

– Hay cutting continues across large parts of the region. Some localised rain events have delayed 
some cuts or the baling of already cut crops, overall the season is progressing quite well. Most 
silage cutting has been completed and will begin again in a few weeks once growth occurs. 
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– Grain harvest is also in full swing with grain coming in and confirming the predictions of a 
bumper harvest. There are some patches of canola being harvested with high moisture levels. 
Growers expect any delay for harvesting will be short lived as weather conditions are favourable.  

– Pasture growth across the region is still quite good though some areas are looking for a little 
more rainfall to boost the growth and keep the cycle going.  

– Reports of mice in the crops are increasing with more growers seeing mice activity. The large 
amount of grain available is providing a good food source for the pest and mitigation efforts are 
underway to prevent contamination. 

– There is serious concern from grain growers in relation to the current industrial turmoil within the 
ports of Geraldton, Fremantle and Albany, any disruptions could impact the grain harvest. 

– Enquiries are steady with a number of farmers looking to pick up some of the new season stock 
on contract. Some growers are still considering the possibility of freighting supply to the eastern 
states with the ongoing flood conditions, however no reports of this currently being undertaken. 
Green feed is still in good supply though some areas could do with a little more rain. 

– Some change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +$5 ($225 to $300/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +$3 ($355 to $470/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($100 to $115/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($180 to $200/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

Northwest Tasmania 
– Light falls across the region this week with most areas receiving 10 to 15mm of rain, though the 

central region received up to 30mm of rain. Rain fell on most days of the week with few clear 
days. 

– Silage cutting is continuing in the region as the weather allows. There have been sporadic good 
periods for cutting and baling. Overall, the outlook is for below average production levels 
reflecting the weather conditions over the last few months. However, the south of the state is 
looking to be producing within the expected range which is providing some certainty about 
supplies. 

– Pastures of white clover, plaintain and ryegrass around Elliott are establishing well after recent 
sowing in the wet conditions and should be a good summer feed for livestock in the region. 

– Maize planting is being undertaken around Burnie with good subsoil moisture and clear 
conditions. 

– Early grass and clover hay is being cut and baled in the central southern parts of the region and 
into the south of the state with conditions favourable for drying. Reports that this supply is being 
put on the market directly after baling. 

– Hay enquiries are beginning to increase as the season progresses, silage is mostly being moved 
in the North West but hay supplies are now beginning to move into the region from the South. 
There is a good supply of green feed still available which is supplying herds in the region. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($240 to $275/t) Prices remain steady this week. 
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– Lucerne hay: +$5 ($300 to $350/t) Prices increase this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($140 to $200/t) Prices remain steady this week 

– Pasture hay: +$8 ($195 to $245/t) Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed.  

 


